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Eliminating base-editor-induced genome-wide
and transcriptome-wide off-target mutations
Lijie Wang1,2,3,4,10, Wei Xue5,10, Hongxia Zhang6,7,10, Runze Gao 1,2,3,4,10, Houyuan Qiu6,8,10, Jia Wei5,
Lina Zhou1,2,3,4, Yun-Ni Lei1,5, Xiaocheng Wu8, Xiao Li9, Chengfang Liu1,2,3,4, Jing Wu1,2, Qiubing Chen6,7,
Hanhui Ma1,2, Xingxu Huang 1,2,3, Cheguo Cai9, Ying Zhang 8, Bei Yang 1 ✉, Hao Yin 6,7 ✉,
Li Yang 5 ✉ and Jia Chen 1,2,3 ✉
The fusion of CRISPR–Cas9 with cytidine deaminases leads to base editors (BEs) capable of programmable C-to-T editing,
which has potential in clinical applications but suffers from off-target (OT) mutations. Here, we used a cleavable deoxycytidine deaminase inhibitor (dCDI) domain to construct a transformer BE (tBE) system that induces efficient editing with only
background levels of genome-wide and transcriptome-wide OT mutations. After being produced, the tBE remains inactive at
OT sites with the fusion of a cleavable dCDI, therefore eliminating unintended mutations. When binding at on-target sites, the
tBE is transformed to cleave off the dCDI domain and catalyses targeted deamination for precise base editing. After delivery
into mice through a dual-adeno-associated virus (AAV) system, the tBE system created a premature stop codon in Pcsk9 and
significantly reduced serum PCSK9, resulting in a ~30–40% decrease in total cholesterol. The development of tBE establishes
a highly specific base editing system and its in vivo efficacy has potential for therapeutic applications.

C

ytosine or adenine BEs (CBEs or ABEs) that fuse the apolipoprotein B mRNA editing enzyme, catalytic polypeptide-like
(APOBEC) family of cytidine deaminases (CDAs) or in vitro
evolved adenosine deaminases with CRISPR–Cas have been developed to induce targeted C-to-T or A-to-G conversions1–6. However,
whole-genome sequencing studies showed that the originally
reported BE3 induced genome-wide off-target (OT) mutations
in vivo7,8. Furthermore, BE3 could induce OT mutations in transcriptomic RNA9,10, as the rat APOBEC1 (rA1) moiety of BE3 can
deaminate both deoxycytidine in DNA and cytidine in RNA11,12.
These genome-wide and transcriptome-wide OT mutations therefore hamper the applications of originally reported BEs, especially
for therapies. As endogenous APOBECs can induce unexpected
C-to-T mutations in single-stranded genomic DNA regions13–16, the
observed genome-wide and transcriptome-wide OT mutations by
BE3 can be caused by the APOBEC moiety of BEs, but independent
of the sgRNA or the Cas9 moiety of BEs6,17.
Here, we developed a convenient method to quantitatively evaluate mutations at single-stranded OT (OTss) sites and confirmed
that the APOBEC moiety of BEs could induce mutations in an
sgRNA-independent manner. We further determined the role of
each CDA domain of the APOBECs containing dual CDA domains
and found that some inactive CDA domains exhibited dCDI activities. By linking a cleavable dCDI domain to the APOBEC moiety of
BE, we set up a transformer BE (tBE) system that remains inactive

after being produced to avoid mutations at both sgRNA-independent
OTss sites and the OT sites that have sequence similarity to on-target
sites (sgRNA-dependent OT sites). Only after binding at on-target
sites, the dCDI domain of tBE is removed and therefore activated
for targeted deamination and editing. Whole-genome-wide and
transcriptome-wide analyses revealed that tBE induces no observable OT mutation. Importantly, through a dual-AAV system, tBEs
were delivered into mice to inhibit the expression of proprotein
convertase subtilisin/kexin type 9 (Pcsk9), which resulted in significantly reduced PCSK9 protein and total cholesterol in the serum,
indicating the potential of tBEs for therapies.

Results

BEs induced sgRNA-independent mutations at OTss sites. To
evaluate BE-induced mutations at sgRNA-independent OTss
sites, we set up a quantitative and convenient detection method
by coexpressing Staphylococcus aureus and Streptococcus pyogenes
Cas9 orthologues (CESSCO). In CESSCO, the expression of an
orthogonal S. aureus nCas9 (nSaCas9)–Sa-sgRNA pair18 forms an
R-loop that contains a single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) region19,20
(Extended Data Fig. 1a). Meanwhile, the expression of BE3 or
hA3A–BE3 (refs. 1,21) containing a S. pyogenes nCas9 moiety and a
rA1 or a human APOBEC3A (hA3A) moiety was used to examine whether C-to-U deamination can be induced at the ssDNA
region of the R-loop generated by nSaCas9–Sa-sgRNA (Extended
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Fig. 1 | Identification of dCDI domains. a, Schematic of the APOBEC family members that have single or dual CDA domains (left) and BEs that were
constructed with one or two CDA domains of dual-domain APOBECs (right). b, Editing frequencies induced by the indicated BEs at one representative
genomic locus (sgTET1). c, Statistical analysis of normalized editing frequencies; the editing frequencies induced by the single-CDA-containing BEs were
set as 100%. n = 78 (hA3BCDA2-nSpCas9-BE, hA3B–BE3, mA3CDA1–nSpCas9–BE and mA3–BE3) or n = 74 (hA3FCDA2-nSpCas9-BE and hA3F–BE3)
edited cytosines at seven on-target sites from three independent experiments shown in b and Extended Data Fig. 2b. NT, non-transfected control.
d, Schematic of the fusion of different dCDI domains to the N terminus of mA3CDA1–nSpCas9-BE (mA3CDA1–BE3). e, Editing frequencies induced by the
indicated BEs at one representative genomic locus (sgTET1). f, Statistical analysis of normalized editing frequencies; the editing frequencies induced by the
BEs without dCDI domain were set as 100%. n = 57 edited cytosines at five on-target sites from three independent experiments shown in e and Extended
Data Fig. 2d. For b and e, data are mean ± s.d. from three independent experiments. For c and f, statistical analysis was performed using two-tailed
Student’s t-tests. Data are median ± interquartile range (IQR). Source data are available online.

Data Fig. 1a). Deep-sequencing showed that C-to-T mutations were
induced by BE3 or hA3A–BE3 without the presence of Sp-sgRNA
in nSaCas9–Sa-sgRNA-generated ssDNA regions (Extended Data
Fig. 1b). These results confirmed that the rA1 or hA3A moiety
of BE3 or hA3A–BE3 could induce OT mutations in a Sp-sgRNA
(hereafter, sgRNA)-independent manner.
Identification of dCDI domains. Sequence analyses of APOBEC
CDA showed that there are two groups22–24. One group of APOBECs
has only one CDA domain, such as rA1 and hA3A, whereas the
other group has dual CDA domains, such as human APOBEC3B
(hA3B) and mouse APOBEC3 (mA3) (Fig. 1a), of which only one
CDA domain is thought to be catalytically active and the other is
considered to be inactive but has regulatory functions22,23. Thus, we

constructed ten BEs that have a catalytically active CDA domain
without or with an inactive but regulatory domain (Fig. 1a and
Extended Data Fig. 2a), and compared their C-to-T editing efficiencies. Surprisingly, the BEs containing the regulatory domains of certain APOBECs (hA3B, hA3F and mA3) induced significantly lower
editing efficiencies compared with those that had only one active
CDA domain (Fig. 1b,c and Extended Data Fig. 2b). This result suggested that the regulatory CDA domains from these dual-domain
APOBECs, such as hA3B, hA3F and mA3, might have an inhibitory
effect on the deoxycytidine deaminase activity of their corresponding active CDA domains.
To examine whether the inhibitory effect is general, we linked
the regulatory CDA domain of mA3, hA3F or hA3B individually
to the N terminus of mA3CDA1–BE3, BE3 and hA3A–BE3 (Fig. 1d
Nature Cell Biology | www.nature.com/naturecellbiology
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and Extended Data Fig. 2c). All of these regulatory CDA domains
showed generally inhibitory effects on tested BEs. Among them, the
CDA2 of mA3 (mA3CDA2) manifested the strongest inhibitory
Nature Cell Biology | www.nature.com/naturecellbiology

effect (Fig. 1e,f and Extended Data Fig. 2d). Collectively, these regulatory domains exhibited generally inhibitory effects on deoxycytidine deaminase activity as dCDIs.
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Fig. 2 | Comparison of tBE with other BEs. a–c, Comparison of the editing or mutation frequencies induced by the indicated BEs at on-target sites
(a), sgRNA-independent OTss sites (b) and sgRNA-dependent OT sites (c). Rep., replicate. d, Editing efficiencies induced by the indicated BEs at four
representative genomic loci. Data are mean ± s.d. from three independent experiments. e, Statistical analysis of normalized editing frequencies at all 29
on-target sites shown in a,d and Extended Data Fig. 4a. n = 258 edited cytosines from three independent experiments. f, Statistical analysis of normalized
editing frequencies at six on-target sites with natively high DNA methylation levels shown in Extended Data Fig. 4a. n = 51 edited cytosines from three
independent experiments. g, Statistical analysis of normalized editing frequencies at 10 on-target sites containing GpC dinucleotides shown in Extended
Data Fig. 4a. n = 30 edited cytosines from three independent experiments. For e–g, the editing frequencies induced by the BE3 were set as 100%.
Statistical analysis was performed using two-tailed Student’s t-tests. Data are median ± IQR. h, The editing window of tBE-V5–mA3. The region between
two dashed lines is the major editing window of tBE-V5–mA3. Cytosines were counted with the base distal to PAM setting as position 1. Source data are
available online.

Development of a BE system with a cleavable dCDI. We sought to
take advantage of dCDI domains to develop a BE system to avoid
sgRNA-independent mutations. Ideally, this BE would induce no
observable OT mutation due to the linkage of dCDI, but can be
transformed to be active by cleaving off the dCDI when binding
at the on-target site; it is therefore referred to as tBE. To achieve
this, we first used an sgRNA containing boxB hairpins to generate
an R-loop region for the intended base editing and a helper sgRNA
(hsgRNA) containing an MS2 hairpin to recruit an active APOBEC
(Extended Data Fig. 3a, V1) or an APOBEC link to a dCDI domain
through a TEV protease cleavage site (Extended Data Fig. 3a, V2
to V5). To cleave off the dCDI domain at the on-target site, we
coexpressed a free TEV (Extended Data Fig. 3b, V2) or a N22p–
TEV fusion, which can be recruited to the on-target site by the
boxB-containing sgRNA (Extended Data Fig. 3b, V3) through a 2A
self-cleaving peptide. Although the editing efficiencies at on-target
sites indicated that the dCDI domain could be efficiently cleaved off
by a free TEV or an N22p–TEV fusion (Extended Data Fig. 3c, compare V2 and V3 to V1), the mutations at sgRNA-independent OTss
sites remained (Extended Data Fig. 3d). These results suggested that
the intact TEV protease was able to access the TEV site and cleave
the dCDI domain off disregarding on-target sites, probably due to
free diffusion (Extended Data Fig. 3b).
To further reduce the mutations at sgRNA-independent OTss
sites, we then took advantage of a split-TEV system25 for constraining the activity of TEV protease at on-target sites. In the split-TEV
system, each fragment of TEV is inactive but together reconstitutes
an active protease. The C terminus (TEVc) was fused to N22p, which
could be recruited by a boxB-containing sgRNA, and the N terminus (TEVn) was first fused to N22p (Extended Data Fig. 3a, V4).
Although on-target editing could be induced (Extended Data Fig. 3c),
unignored OT mutations could still be found at sgRNA-independent
OTss sites (Extended Data Fig. 3d, tBE-V4–rA1). We reasoned that
the recruitment of N22p-fused TEVn and N22p-fused TEVc by
a boxB-containing sgRNA would form a complex containing an
intact TEV protease that could still cleave the dCDI-linking TEV site
through free diffusion (Extended Data Fig. 3b, V4). Thus, we altered
the splitting strategy to express N22p-fused TEVc and free TEVn
(Extended Data Fig. 3a, V5). The developed tBE-V5–rA1 induced
efficient editing at on-target sites (Extended Data Fig. 3c, V5); meanwhile, the levels of sgRNA-independent OT mutations were similar
to the background (Extended Data Fig. 3d, V5), demonstrating that
the dCDI domain was cleaved off only at on-target sites but not at

sgRNA-independent OTss sites (Extended Data Fig. 3b, V5). We also
replaced rA1 with mA3CDA1 to construct tBE-V5–mA3 (Extended
Data Fig. 3a), which also induced efficient on-target editing (Extended
Data Fig. 3c) with no observable mutation at sgRNA-independent
OTss sites (Extended Data Fig. 3d). All tBEs induced no observable
mutation at sgRNA-dependent OT sites (Extended Data Fig. 3e), as
efficient editing requires the binding of both sgRNA and hsgRNA at
proper positions26,27 (Extended Data Fig. 3b).
We next compared the efficiencies of tBE-V5–mA3 with
three popularly used BEs—that is, BE3, hA3A–BE3-Y130F and
BE4max-YE1 across ~30 on-target sites, three sgRNA-independent
OTss sites and three sgRNA-dependent OT sites in 293FT cells
(Fig. 2a–d and Extended Data Fig. 4a). At the tested on-target sites,
tBE-V5–mA3 and hA3A–BE3-Y130F induced higher efficiencies
compared with BE3 and BE4max-YE1 (Fig. 2e), including the sites
with natively high DNA methylation levels14 (Fig. 2f) and the sites
containing GpC dinucleotides (Fig. 2g). After analysing the editable
positions at tested target sites, we found that the editing window
of tBE-V5–mA3 spanned from position 3 to 9 (Fig. 2h, counting
the protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) distal position in target site
as 1). Recently, BE4max-YE1 was reported to induce efficient editing with only a background level of sgRNA-independent OT mutations19,28, which has a narrower editing window (position 5 to 7)4,29.
Thus, we further compared their efficiencies in the narrow editing
window (Extended Data Fig. 4b) and the wide window excluding
the narrow one (Extended Data Fig. 4c) and found that tBE-V5–
mA3 induced significantly higher efficiencies compared with
BE4max-YE1 in both comparisons. At sgRNA-independent OTss
sites and sgRNA-dependent OT sites, tBE-V5–mA3 manifested
only background levels of OT mutations compared with other BEs
(Fig. 2b,c). Furthermore, we compared the above four BEs in U2OS
cells and obtained similar results (Extended Data Figs. 5a–c).
Improving the tBE system. When comparing editing efficiencies,
we noticed that the distance between sgRNA and hsgRNA influenced on-target editing efficiencies of tBE. Thus, we determined
the effect of the distance between sgRNA and hsgRNA (Fig. 3a,b)
and found that tBE achieved optimal editing efficiency when the
hsgRNA is in the −91 bp to −34 bp (upstream) region of the sgRNA
(Fig. 3c, PAM to PAM distance).
As a hsgRNA also forms an R-loop region at its binding site (Fig. 3d),
unintended C-to-T editing occasionally occurred at the target sites
of some hsgRNAs (Fig. 3e, left). Previous studies showed that the

Fig. 3 | Optimization of hsgRNA in the tBE system. a–c, Characterization of the distance between hsgRNA and sgRNA for optimal editing efficiency. The
schematic shows the distance between hsgRNA and sgRNA (a). The editing frequency at individual target sites (b) and summarized analysis (c) show
that the distance range for optimal editing is −91 to −34 bp. d–g, Truncation of hsgRNA spacer eliminates unintended editing at hsgRNA target sites.
The schematic illustrates the length of the hsgRNA spacer region (d). The editing frequency (e) and statistical analysis show that the truncation of the
hsgRNA spacer to 10 bp removes unintended editing at hsgRNA target regions (f) while maintaining editing efficiency at sgRNA target regions (g); the
editing frequencies induced by the 20 bp hsgRNA spacer were set as 100%. n = 24 (f) or n = 36 (g) edited cytosines at three on-target sites from three
independent experiments. Statistical analysis was performed using two-tailed Student’s t-tests. For f and g, data are median ± IQR. For b and e, data are
mean ± s.d. from three independent experiments. Source data are available online.
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a 10 bp spacer eliminated unintended editing (Fig. 3e,f), while the
on-target editing was unaffected (Fig. 3e,g). We also expressed the
split-TEV system (Fig. 4a) with different amounts of expression vector and found that both on-target editing efficiencies (Fig. 4b) and
mutation frequencies at sgRNA-independent OTss sites (Fig. 4c)
were not affected at the examined protein levels of split-TEV components (Fig. 4d).
tBE-V5–mA3 corrects pathogenic mutations without OT mutations. Next, we sought to examine whether tBE induces OT mutations genome-wide when correcting pathogenic mutations. We

previously established a 293FT cell line harbouring a T-to-C substitution in the phosphoglucomutase 3 (Pgm3) gene (293FTPGM3(T248C)),
which is associated with hyper-IgE syndrome31,32. We applied five
BEs, that is, BE3, hA3A–BE3-Y130F, BE4max-YE1, tBE-V5–mA3
and tBE-V5–rA1, to correct this point mutation, and used Cas9 as
the negative control. As endogenous APOBEC3 CDAs trigger the
deamination of cytosine in genomic DNA15,23, we further knocked
out endogenously expressed APOBEC3 to reduce the background
level of mutations on cytosine or guanine in 293FTPGM3(T248C)
cells (Fig. 5a and Extended Data Fig. 6a,b). APOBEC3-knockout
293FTPGM3(T248C) cells from a single clone were expanded and then
Nature Cell Biology | www.nature.com/naturecellbiology
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transfected with five BEs individually with the corresponding
sgPGM3 (Fig. 5b). After transfection, single clones were sorted
and then applied to whole-genome sequencing after colony expansion to detect OT mutations using the base/prime editor induced
DNA off-target site identification unified toolkit (BEIDOU)
(Fig. 5b and Methods). Another sgRNA (sgDNTET1) was also used
in same procedures to detect genome-wide OT mutations by BEs
(Fig. 5c,d). We first confirmed that using sgPGM3 corrected the
Pgm3(T248C) mutation and using sgDNTET1 induced on-target
editing (Fig. 5c). We next compared genome-wide OT mutations
and found that only background levels of OT mutations on cytosine or guanine genome-wide were detected in tBE-V5–mA3- or
tBE-V5–rA1-transfected single-cell colonies (Fig. 5d (P > 0.05) and
Extended Data Fig. 6c), similar to those in Cas9 or BE4max-YE1
(ref. 19). By contrast, BE3 and hA3A–BE3-Y130F induced a large
Nature Cell Biology | www.nature.com/naturecellbiology

amount of genome-wide OT mutations (Fig. 5d (P < 0.05) and
Extended Data Fig. 6c), consistent with previous studies8,28. Further
analysis showed that sequence contexts of these genome-wide OT
mutations induced by BE3 and hA3A–BE3-Y130F across different
single-cell colonies were rarely overlapped, indicating they were
generated randomly by the rA1 or hA3A moiety of BE3 or hA3A–
BE3-Y130F in an sgRNA-independent manner (Extended Data
Fig. 6d).
As recent studies also revealed BE-induced OT mutations in
RNA9,10, we performed whole-transcriptome sequencing and used
the RADAR method33 to determine RNA OT editing events in correcting the Pgm3(T248C) mutation (Fig. 6a). Only a background
level of RNA OT mutations was observed in cells transfected with
tBE-V5–mA3, similar to those in non-transfected control cells or
the cells transfected with Cas9 or hA3A–BE3-Y130F10 (Fig. 6b–d).
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Fig. 6 | tBE eliminates OT mutations transcriptome-wide. a, DNA-editing frequencies induced by the indicated BEs at the Pgm3(248C) mutation site. Data
are mean ± s.d. from three independent experiments. b, The numbers of all 12 types of RNA editing in different genomic regions in the cells treated with
the indicated BEs. Data are mean ± s.d. from n = 3 (NT, BE3, hA3A–BE3-Y130F, BE4max-YE1, tBE-V5–mA3) independent experiments or as the mean of
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To further confirm that tBE-V5–mA3 did not induce RNA OT editing, we performed whole-transcriptome sequencing for the cells
transfected with the BEs containing a mA3CDA1, a mA3dCDI

or a non-cleavable mA3CDA1–mA3dCDI fusion (Extended Data
Fig. 7a). Consistently, no OT RNA editing was found in these
cells (Extended Data Fig. 7b,c), showing that both tBE-V5–mA3
Nature Cell Biology | www.nature.com/naturecellbiology
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(Fig. 6b–d) and mA3CDA1–BE3 (in a non-V5 setting; Extended
Data Fig. 7a–c) probably did not edit RNA34. Although BE3 corrected the Pgm3(T248C) mutation (Fig. 6a), C-to-U RNA editing
was substantially increased in BE3-treated cells (Fig. 6b–d), consistent with previous reports9,10. Surprisingly, we observed that
tBE-V5–rA1 induced higher levels of RNA OT mutations compared
with BE3 (Fig. 6b–d). As rA1 is well known to induce RNA C-to-U
editing11, the increased RNA OT editing by tBE-V5–rA1 compared
with rA1-conjugated BE3 is worthwhile for further investigation.
Similarly, background levels of transcriptome-wide OT mutations
with tBE-V5–mA3 transfection were observed when using sgDNTET1 to perform base editing (Extended Data Fig. 7d,e). These
results suggested that tBE-V5–mA3 induced highly efficient C-to-T
base editing at targeted sites with no detectable genome-wide and
transcriptome-wide OT mutations.

consistent with the results in N2A cells (Extended Data Fig. 8b).
No obvious reduction of PCSK9 protein and cholesterol was induced
by intein-BE3, intein-hA3A–BE3-Y130F or intein-BE4max-YE1
(Fig. 7e). We further determined the in vivo OT effects of
tBE-V5–mA3 at the genome-wide and transcriptome-wide scale.
Whole-genome sequencing showed that the genome-wide mutations induced by tBE-V5–mA3 in mouse livers (AAV8 target
organ) were similar to those in the kidneys (AAV8 non-target
organ) of the same mice (Fig. 8a,b). Whole-transcriptome sequencing showed that the transcriptome-wide mutations in the livers of
tBE-V5–mA3-treated mice were similar to those in the livers of
uninjected mice (Fig. 8c,d). These results showed that tBE-V5–mA3
induced efficient in vivo editing with therapeutic benefits, with no
observable genome-wide and transcriptome-wide OT mutation.

Dual-AAV delivery of tBE-V5–mA3 for in vivo editing. To demonstrate in vivo applications, we applied tBE-V5–mA3 to edit Pcsk9,
a therapeutic target gene35, by introducing a premature stop codon
to repress PCSK9 protein expression. The inhibition of PCSK9 protein can reduce the levels of serum low-density lipoprotein cholesterol and is therefore associated with a low risk of cardiovascular
disease36. We first examined the efficiencies of tBE-V5–mA3 to generate premature stop codons at different positions in mouse Pcsk9
in N2A cells and picked one pair of sgRNA and hsgRNA with a high
efficiency for in vivo editing (Extended Data Fig. 8a, sgPCSK9-E4
and hsgPCSK9-E4). At the selected PCSK9-E4 site, tBE-V5–mA3
induced higher editing efficiencies compared with intein-BE3,
intein-hA3A–BE3-Y130F and intein-BE4max-YE1 (Extended Data
Fig. 8b), which were divided into halves using trans-splicing intein
(Extended Data Fig. 8c). We also found that tBE-V5–mA3 induced
efficient editing at target sites flanking an PAM of NG dinucleotides
when coexpressed with nCas9-NG (Extended Data Fig. 8a).
As APOBEC is separated from nSpCas9 in the tBE system,
we packaged sgRNA/hsgRNA/tBE-V5–mA3 and nSpCas9 in a
dual-AAV8 system (Fig. 7a), which has high liver tropism, for
in vivo base editing. We injected different titres of AAV into mice
and analysed the editing efficiencies, PCSK9 protein and total
cholesterol levels in mice two or four weeks after administration
(Fig. 7a). Compared with the uninjected control mice, we found that,
although low titres of AAV (1.6 × 1011 and 8 × 1011 viral genomes
(vg)) induced less than 10% editing efficiencies, the highest titre
(4 × 1012 vg) of AAV led to ~30% editing efficiencies after AAV
expression for 4 weeks (Fig. 7b). Consistently, the highest titre of
AAV resulted in significant reduction in both PCSK9 expression and
cholesterol level (Fig. 7c; P = 0.002 and 0.0006, respectively) without
affecting serum glyceride level (Fig. 7c; P = 0.256). As expected, a
four-week expression period of AAV showed higher efficiencies
and a greater reduction of PCSK9 protein and cholesterol compared with a two-week expression period (Fig. 7b,c). Furthermore,
we compared the in vivo editing efficiency of tBE-V5–mA3
with three other BEs (intein-BE3, intein-hA3A–BE3-Y130F and
intein-BE4max-YE1), which were also packaged in the dual-AAV
system. Four weeks after injection of 4 × 1012 vg AAV, we found
that no obvious editing was induced by intein-BE3, intein-hA3A–
BE3-Y130F or intein-BE4max-YE1 in mouse livers, compared with
the efficient editing induced by tBE-V5–mA3 (Fig. 7d), which is

In this study, we developed a convenient and quantitative method
(CESSCO) to evaluate sgRNA-independent OT mutations
and found that BEs with a regular APOBEC–nCas9 backbone
induced mutations at sgRNA-independent OTss sites (Extended
Data Fig. 1). Recently, two groups applied similar strategies to
demonstrate that the BE3 induces sgRNA-independent mutations in the ssDNA regions generated by an orthogonal dSaCas9
(ref. 19) or nSaCas9 (ref. 20). By using a nSaCas9 instead of dSaCas9
in CESSCO, the OT uracils induced by BE3-mediated cytidine
deamination can be better preserved by endogenous mismatch
repair37. When comparing the sgRNA-independent OT mutations induced by BE3 in the ssDNA regions generated by dSaCas9
and nSaCas9, higher OT mutation frequencies were found in
nSaCas9-generated ssDNA regions compared with those in
dSaCas9-generated ones (Extended Data Fig. 1b), confirming the
high sensitivity of CESSCO. Furthermore, as CESSCO requires
only amplicon sequencing, it is cheaper and more convenient than
using whole-genome sequencing to detect sgRNA-independent
OT mutations for many laboratories.
With CESSCO, we identified that inactive CDA domains of
certain dual-domain APOBECs function as dCDIs and then took
advantage of mA3dCDI to develop the tBE system (Figs. 1 and 2).
The tBE system remains inert in general, therefore eliminating OT
mutations (Fig. 8e). tBE can be transformed to be active for targeted
base editing only after binding at on-target sites. Genome-wide
and transcriptome-wide analyses demonstrated that tBE-V5–mA3
induced no detectable DNA and RNA OT mutations (Figs. 5 and 6).
Importantly, the tBE system can be conveniently packaged into a
dual-AAV system to maintain editing efficiency maximally. We used
tBE to install a premature stop codon in Pcsk9, which significantly
reduced the levels of both PCSK9 protein and total cholesterol in
AAV-injected mice with no observable OT mutations (Figs. 7 and 8).
This further demonstrated the potential of tBE in cell and gene
therapies that require precise genome editing in primary or stem
cells38,39. We found that the width of the tBE-V5–mA3 editing window is around 7 bp (position 3–9), which is relatively bigger than
previously reported BEs40,41 and is therefore suitable for generating
premature stop codons. In the future, tBE versions with narrowed
editing windows for precise base editing could be achieved by engineering mA3 or by adopting BEs with small editing windows, such
as BE4max-YE1.

Discussion

Fig. 7 | Dual-AAV delivery of tBE for in vivo base editing. a, Schematic of the dual-AAV8 system for tBE-V5–mA3 and the key experimental steps.
b, In vivo editing frequencies induced by tBE-V5–mA3 with different titres and expression time periods. c, The levels of serum PCSK9 protein, cholesterol
and glyceride levels in the mice injected with dual-AAV8 expressing tBE-V5–mA3. Statistical analysis was performed using two-tailed Student’s t-tests. For
b and c, data are mean ± s.d. from n = 7 (uninjected), n = 3 (1.6 × 1011 vg, 2 weeks), n = 3 (8 × 1011 vg, 2 weeks), n = 3 (4 × 1012 vg, 2 weeks), n = 3 (1.6 × 1011 vg,
4 weeks), n = 3 (8 × 1011 vg, 4 weeks) or n = 5 (4 × 1012 vg, 4 weeks) mice. d, Comparison of in vivo editing efficiencies of the indicated BEs using dual-AAV8
delivery. e, The levels of serum PCSK9 protein, cholesterol and glyceride levels in mice injected with dual-AAV8 expressing indicated BEs. Statistical
analysis was performed using two-tailed Student’s t-tests. For d and e, data are mean ± s.d. from n = 4 mice. Source data are available online.
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In addition to the original SpCas9, tBE also worked well with
Cas9-NG (Extended Data Fig. 8a), which recognizes more flexible PAMs, expanding the target scope of tBE to correct pathogenic

a

mutations42 (Extended Data Fig. 8d). Thus, the combination of tBE
with other Cas9 orthologues43 could further expand the targeting
scope of tBE system. After characterizing the distance between
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hsgRNA and sgRNA, we discovered a range of 57 bp for efficient
editing, which allows a high flexibility in selecting hsgRNA (Fig. 3).
Finally, as there are abundant members within APOBEC family22,44,
other dCDIs may be identified in the future (Extended Data Fig. 8e)
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that could further enrich the tBE system. As editing precision
is essential for BEs, we believe that the tBE system developed
here for eliminating OT mutations sheds light on therapy-related
applications.
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Fig. 8 | Determining the in vivo OT effects of tBE-V5–mA3. a, Editing frequencies in the kidneys and livers of uninjected mice and the mice injected with
dual-AAV8 expressing tBE-V5–mA3. The data in livers are the same as those shown in Fig. 7d. b, The numbers of genome-wide substitutions of C or G in
the kidneys and livers of the mice injected with dual-AAV8 expressing tBE-V5–mA3. Statistical analysis was performed using two-tailed Student’s t-tests.
c, The numbers of all 12 types of RNA editing in the livers of uninjected mice and the mice injected with dual-AAV8 expressing tBE-V5–mA3. d, Manhattan
plot of the RNA OT C-to-U editing frequencies shown in c. e, Schematic illustrating that tBE-V5–mA3 induces base editing at on-target (ON), but not
sgRNA-independent or sgRNA-dependent OT sites. Only the reconstitution of an intact TEV protease (key) at an on-target site cleaves off the mA3dCDI
domain and then unlocks the mA3CDA1 for the intended editing. The mA3CDA1 remains locked at sgRNA-independent or sgRNA-dependent OT sites at
which the covalently linked mA3dCDI domain is not cleaved, as an intact TEV protease cannot be reconstituted. For a–c, data are mean ± s.d. from n = 4
mice. Source data are available online.
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Methods

Plasmid construction. A primer set (hA3BCDA2_BE3_PCR_F/hA3BCDA2_
BE3_PCR_R) was used to amplify the human hA3BCDA2 fragment using
the template pUC57-humanAPOBEC3B (synthesized by Genscript). The
amplified human hA3BCDA2 fragment was then cloned into NotI- and
SmaI-linearized pCMV-BE3 (ref. 1) using the Clone Express plasmid
recombination kit (C112-02, Vazyme) to generate the vector pCMV-hA3BCD
A2-XTEN-nSpCas9(D10A)-SGGS-UGI-SGGS-SV40NLS for the expression of
hA3BCDA2-nSpCas9-BE. The vectors pCMV-hA3DCDA2-XTEN-nSpCas9
(D10A)-SGGS-UGI-SGGS-SV40NLS, pCMV-hA3FCDA2-XTEN-nSpCas9(D10A)SGGS-UGI-SGGS-SV40NLS, pCMV-hA3GCDA2-XTEN-nSpCas9(D10A)SGGS-UGI-SGGS-SV40NLS and pCMV-mA3CDA1-XTEN-nSpCas9(D10A)SGGS-UGI-SGGS-SV40NLS for the expression of hA3DCDA2-nSpCas9-BE,
hA3FCDA2-nSpCas9-BE, hA3GCDA2-nSpCas9-BE, mA3CDA1-nSpCas9-BE and
mA3dCDI-nSpCas9-BE were constructed using the same strategy, respectively.
Two primer sets (mA3CDA2-mA3CDA1_BE3_PCR_F/mA3CDA2_PCR_R
and mA3CDA1_PCR_F/mA3CDA1_BE3_PCR_R) were used to amplify
the fragments mA3CDA2 and mA3CDA1, respectively. The fragment
mA3CDA2-mA3CDA1 was next amplified from the fragments mA3CDA2
and mA3CDA1 using a primer set (mA3CDA2-mA3CDA1_BE3_PCR_F/
mA3CDA1_BE3_PCR_R) and cloned into NotI- and SmaI-linearized
pCMV-BE3 to generate the vector pCMV-mA3CDA2-mA3CD
A1-XTEN-nSpCas9(D10A)-SGGS-UGI-SGGS-SV40NLS for the expression of
mA3CDA2-mA3CDA1-nSpCas9-BE. The vectors pCMV-hA3FCDA1-mA3CD
A1-XTEN-nSpCas9(D10A)-SGGS-UGI-SGGS-SV40NLS, pCMV-hA3BCDA1-m
A3CDA1-XTEN-nSpCas9(D10A)-SGGS-UGI-SGGS-SV40NLS, pCMV-mA3C
DA2-rA1-XTEN-nSpCas9(D10A)-SGGS-UGI-SGGS-SV40NLS, pCMV-hA3F
CDA1-rA1-XTEN-nSpCas9(D10A)-SGGS-UGI-SGGS-SV40NLS, pCMV-hA3
BCDA1-rA1-XTEN-nSpCas9(D10A)-SGGS-UGI-SGGS-SV40NLS, pCMV-mA
3CDA2-hA3A-XTEN-nSpCas9(D10A)-SGGS-UGI-SGGS-SV40NLS, pCMV-h
A3FCDA1-hA3A-XTEN-nSpCas9(D10A)-SGGS-UGI-SGGS-SV40NLS and
pCMV-hA3BCDA1-hA3A-XTEN-nSpCas9(D10A)-SGGS-UGI-SGGS-SV40NLS
for the expression of hA3FCDA1-mA3CDA1-nSpCas9-BE,
hA3BCDA1-mA3CDA1-nSpCas9-BE, mA3CDA2-rA1-nSpCas9-BE,
hA3FCDA1-rA1-nSpCas9-BE, hA3BCDA1-rA1-nSpCas9-BE,
mA3CDA2-hA3A-nSpCas9-BE, hA3FCDA1-hA3A-nSpCas9-BE and
hA3BCDA1-hA3A-nSpCas9-BE were constructed using the same strategy,
respectively.
Oligonucleotides hTET1_FOR/hTET1_REV were annealed and ligated
into BsaI-linearized pGL3-U6-sgRNA-PGK-puromycin to generate the
vector psgTET1 for the expression of sgTET1. The oligonucleotides
hSa-sg3-a_FOR/hSa-sg3-a_REV were annealed and ligated into BsaI-linearized
pGL3-U6-Sa-sgRNA-PGK-puromycin to generate the vector pSa-sg3-a for the
expression of Sa-sg3-a. Other expression vectors for sgRNA or Sa-sgRNA were
constructed using a similar strategy.
Primer sets (BamHI_2U6_MS2_F/SalI_2U6_MS2_R) were used to amplify
the fragment scarfold-MS2 with the template pLH-sgRNA1-1XMS2. The
amplified fragment scarfold-MS2 was next cloned into BamHI- and SalI-linearized
pUC57kan-T7-gRNA-U6 V2 to generate the vector pUC57-sgRNA-MS2-U6.
Two primer sets (MluI_Assembly_F/boxB_BsmBI_ccdB_R and boxB_F/
HindIII_sgRNA_scarfold_R) were used to amplify the fragments U6-ccdB and
sgRNA-boxB with the template pGL3-U6-XsgRNA-ccdB-EF1a-Puromycin
and pLH-sgRNA1-2XboxB, respectively. The fragment U6-ccdB-boxB was
then amplified from the fragments U6-ccdB and sgRNA-boxB using the
primer set (MluI_Assembly_F/HindIII_sgRNA_scarfold_R) and cloned into
MluI- and HindIII-linearized pHAGE-EFS-MCP-3XBFPnls to generate the
vector pU6-ccdB-boxB-EFS-MCP-3XBFPnls. Two primer sets (BamHI_
SV40NLS_UGI_F/ratA1_UGI_R and ratA1_F/XhoI_ratA1-R) were used to
amplify the fragments SV40NLS-UGI and SG-rA1, respectively. The fragment
SV40NLS-UGI-ratA1 was then amplified from the fragments SV40NLS-UGI
and SG-rA1 using the primer set (BamHI_SV40NLS_UGI_F/XhoI_ratA1-R)
and cloned into BamHI- and XhoI-linearized pU6-ccdB-boxB-EFS-MCP3XBFPnls to generate the vector pU6-ccdB-boxB-EFS-MCP-(SGGS)2-XTEN(SGGS)2-SV40NLS-UGI-SGGS-rA1-SV40NLS for the expression of
U6-ccdB-boxB-EFS-MCP-UGI-ratA1 (U6-ccdB-boxB-tBE-V1-rA1).
Two primer sets (ratA1_TS_mA3dCDI_F/T2A_R and T2A_TEVn_F/
XhoI_SV40_TEV_R) were used to amplify the fragments TS-mA3dCDI
and T2A-TEV, respectively. The fragment TS-mA3dCDI-T2A-TEV was
then amplified from the fragments TS-mA3dCDI and T2A-TEV using
the primer set (ratA1_TS_mA3dCDI_F/XhoI_SV40_TEV_R) and cloned
into XhoI-linearized U6-ccdB-boxB-tBE-V1-rA1 to generate the vector
pU6-ccdB-boxB-EFS-MCP-(SGGS)2-XTEN-(SGGS)2-SV40NLS-UGI-SG
GS-rA1-TS-mA3dCDI-SV40NLS-T2A-TEV-SV40NLS for the expression
of U6-ccdB-boxB-EFS-MCP-UGI-ratA1-TS-mA3dCDI-T2A-TEV
(U6-ccdB-boxB-tBE-V2-rA1). The vectors pU6-ccdB-boxB-EFS-MCP(SGGS)2-XTEN-(SGGS)2-SV40NLS-UGI-SGGS-rA1-TS-mA3d
CDI-SV40NLS-T2A-N22p-(SGGS)2-XTEN-(SGGS)2-TEV-SV40NLS,
pU6-ccdB-boxB-EFS-MCP-(SGGS)2-XTEN-(SGGS)2-SV40NLS-UGISGGS-rA1-TS-mA3dCDI-SV40NLS-P2A-N22p-(SGGS)2-XTENNature Cell Biology | www.nature.com/naturecellbiology
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(SGGS)2-TEVc-SV40NLS-T2A-N22p-(SGGS)2-XTEN-(SGGS)2-TEVn-SV40NLS,
pU6-ccdB-boxB-EFS-MCP-(SGGS)2-XTEN-(SGGS)2-SV40NLS-UGI-SGGS-rA1TS-mA3dCDI-SV40NLS-P2A-N22p-(SGGS)2-XTEN-(SGGS)2-TEVc-SV40N
LS-T2A-TEVn-SV40NLS, pU6-ccdB-boxB-EFS-MCP-(SGGS)2-XTEN(SGGS)2-SV40NLS-UGI-SGGS-mA3CDA1-TS-mA3dCDI-SV40NLS-P2AN22p-(SGGS)2-XTEN-(SGGS)2-TEVc-SV40NLS-T2A-TEVn-SV40NLS
and pU6-ccdB-boxB-EFS-MCP-(SGGS)2-XTEN-(SGGS)2-SV40NLS-UGISGGS-mA3CDA1-TS-mA3dCDI-SV40NLS for the expression of
U6-ccdB-boxB-EFS-MCP-UGI-ratA1-TS-mA3dCDI-T2A-N22p-TEV
(U6-ccdB-boxB-tBE-V3-rA1), U6-ccdB-boxB-EFS-MCP-UGI-rat
A1-TS-mA3dCDI-P2A-N22p-TEVc-T2A-N22p-TEVn (U6-ccdB-boxB-tBEV4-rA1), U6-ccdB-boxB-EFS-MCP-UGI-ratA1-TS-mA3dCDI-P2A-N22pTEVc-T2A-TEVn (U6-ccdB-boxB-tBE-V5-rA1), U6-ccdB-boxB-EFSMCP-UGI-mA3CDA1-TS-mA3dCDI-P2A-N22p-TEVc-T2A-TEVn
(U6-ccdB-boxB-tBE-V5-mA3) and U6-ccdB-boxB-EFS-MCP-UGI-mA3CD
A1-TS-mA3dCDI (U6-ccdB-boxB-tBE-V5-mA3-noTEV) were constructed
using the same strategy, respectively.
Primer sets (hsgEMX1_MS2_FOR/sgEMX1_boxB_REV) were used
to amplify the fragment hsgEMX1-MS2-U6-sgEMX1 using the template
pUC57-sgRNA-MS2-U6. The fragment hsgEMX1-MS2-U6-sgEMX1 was then
ligated into BsmBI-linearized U6-ccdB-boxB-tBE-V1-rA1 to generate the vector
pU6-hsgEMX1-MS2-U6-sgEMX1-boxB-EFS-MCP-(SGGS)2-XTEN-(SGGS)2SV40NLS-UGI-SGGS-rA1-SV40NLS for the expression of U6-hsgEMX1-MS2U6-sgEMX1-boxB-EFS-MCP-UGI-ratA1 (tBE-V1-rA1-EMX1). tBE-V1-rA1,
tBE-V2-rA1, tBE-V3-rA1, tBE-V4-rA1, tBE-V5-rA1, tBE-V5-mA3 and
tBE-V5-mA3-noTEV with different on-target helper sgRNA and sgRNA were
constructed using the same strategy, respectively.
Primer sets (NcoI_N22p_F/XhoI_TEVn_R) were used to amplify the fragment
N22p-TEVc-2A-TEVn with the template tBE-V5-mA3. The fragment N22p-TEVc2A-TEVn was then cloned into NcoI- and XhoI-linearized pHAGE-EFS-MCP3XBFPnls to generate the vector pEFS-N22p-(SGGS)2-XTEN-(SGGS)2-TEVc-SV4
0NLS-T2A-TEVn-SV40NLS for the expression of Split-TEV.
Primer sets (ITR_HindIII_U6_F/ITR_RsrII_BGH_R) were used to amplify
the fragment HindIII-tBE-V5-mA3-PCSK9-E4-RsrII using the template
tBE-V5-mA3-E4. The fragment HindIII-tBE-V5-mA3-PCSK9-E4-RsrII was
then ligated into HindIII- and RsrII-linearized AAV2-CAG-GFP to generate
the vector ITR-pU6-hsgPCSK9-E4-MS2-U6-sgPCSK9-E4-boxB-CMV-MCP(SGGS)2-XTEN-(SGGS)2-SV40NLS-UGI-SGGS-mA3CDA
1-TS-mA3dCDI-SV40NLS-P2A-N22p-(SGGS)2-XTEN-(SGGS)-TEVc-SV
40NLS-T2A-TEVn-SV40NLS for the expression of ITR-tBE-V5-mA3-PCSK9-E4.
The vectors ITR-pCMV-SV40NLS-rA1-XTEN-nSpCas9(1-573 aa)-Nintein,
ITR-pCMV-SV40NLS-hA3A-Y130F-XTEN-nSpCas9(1-573 aa)-Nintein,
ITR-pCMV-SV40NLS-rA1-(SGGS)2-XTEN-(SGGS)2-nSpCas9(1-573
aa)-Nintein, ITR-pCMV-Cintein-nSpCas9(574-1368 aa)-SGGS-UGI-S
V40NLS-U6-sgPCSK9-E4 and ITR-pCMV-Cintein-nSpCas9(574-1368
aa)-SGGSGGSGGS-UGI-SGGSGGSGGS-UGI-SV40NLS-U6-sgPCSK9-E4,
for the expression of ITR-intein-BE3-N, ITR-intein-hA3A-BE3-Y130F-N,
ITR-intein-BE4max-YE1-N, ITR-intein-BE3-C-PCSK9-E4 and
intein-BE4max-YE1-C-PCSK9-E4 were constructed using the same strategy.
A list of the sequences of the oligos used for plasmid construction is
provided in Supplementary Table 1 and a list of the amino acid sequences of
plasmids is provided in the Supplementary Information. The step-by-step
protocol for plasmid construction of the tBE system is available at the
Protocol Exchange45.
Cell culture and transfection. 293FT (Thermo Fisher Scientific, R70007),
HEK293T/17 (ATCC CRL-11268), U2OS (ATCC, HTB-96) and N2A (ATCC,
CCL-131) cells were maintained in DMEM (10566, Gibco/Thermo Fisher
Scientific) + 10% FBS (16000-044, Gibco/Thermo Fisher Scientific) and regularly
tested to exclude mycoplasma contamination.
For base editing using regular BEs, 293FT and U2OS cells were seeded
in a 24-well plate at a density of 1 × 105 per well and transfected with 250 μl
serum-free Opti-MEM that contained 3.75 μl LIPOFECTAMINE LTX (Life,
Invitrogen), 1.5 μl LIPOFECTAMINE plus (Life, Invitrogen), 0.5 μg pCMV-BE3
(or hA3B-BE3, hA3BCDA2-nSpCas9-BE, hA3D-BE3, hA3DCDA2-nSpCas9-BE,
hA3F-BE3, hA3FCDA2-nSpCas9-BE, hA3G-BE3, hA3GCDA2-nSpCas9-BE,
mA3-BE3, mA3CDA1-nSpCas9-BE, mA3CDA2-mA3CDA1-nSpCas9-BE,
hA3FCDA1-mA3CDA1-nSpCas9-BE, hA3BCDA1-mA3CDA1-nSpCas9-BE,
mA3CDA2-rA1-nSpCas9-BE, hA3FCDA1-rA1-nSpCas9-BE,
hA3BCDA1-rA1-nSpCas9-BE, hA3A-BE3, mA3CDA2-hA3A-nSpCas9-BE,
hA3FCDA1-hA3A-nSpCas9-BE, hA3BCDA1-hA3A-nSpCas9-BE,
mA3dCDI-nSpCas9-BE, hA3A-BE3, hA3A-BE3-Y130F, BE4max-YE1 and
pCMV-dSpCas9) expression vector, 0.32 μg sgRNA expression vector without or
with 0.5 μg Sa-sg-nSaCas9 expression vector. For base editing with transformer
BEs, 293FT, U2OS and N2A cells were transfected with 250 μl serum-free
Opti-MEM containing 3.75 μl LIPOFECTAMINE LTX, 1.5 μl LIPOFECTAMINE
plus, 0.5 μg tBE-V1-rA1 (or tBE-V2-rA1, tBE-V3-rA1, tBE-V4-rA1, tBE-V5-rA1
and tBE-V5-mA3) expression vector, 0.5 μg pEFS-nSpCas9 or pEFS-nSpCas9-NG
expression vector without or with 0.5 μg Sa-sg-nSaCas9 expression vector.
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For split-TEV concentration analysis only, 293FT cells were transfected with
250 μl serum-free Opti-MEM containing 6.25 μl LIPOFECTAMINE LTX
(Life, Invitrogen), 2.5 μl LIPOFECTAMINE plus (Life, Invitrogen), 0.5 μg
tBE-V5-mA3-noTEV expression vector, 0.5 μg pEFS-nSpCas9 expression vector,
0.5 μg Sa-sg-nSaCas9 expression vector with 250 ng, 500 ng, 750 ng or 1,000 ng
split-TEV expression vector. After 24 h, puromycin (ant-pr-1, InvivoGen) was
added to the medium at a final concentration of 4 μg ml−1. After another 48 h, the
genomic DNA was extracted from the cells using QuickExtractT DNA Extraction
Solution (QE09050, Epicentre) for subsequent sequencing analysis or the cells were
lysed in 2× SDS loading buffer for western blot analysis.
To establish APOBEC3-knockout cell lines, the 293FT cells containing
Pgm3(T248C) were seeded into a 60-mm plate at a density of 4 × 105 per well
and cultured for 24 h. Cells were transfected with plasmids expressing Cas9
and two APOBEC-targeting sgRNAs (sghA3A and sghA3H), according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. After 48 h, 10 μg ml−1 puromycin was added to the
medium for the next two days. The knockout of APOBECs in the cells expanded
from single colonies was validated by genomic DNA PCR and quantitative PCR
with reverse transcription (RT–qPCR).
Western blot. Transfected cells were lysed in protein loading buffer and incubated
at 95 °C for 20 min, separated by SDS–PAGE (Genscript) in loading buffer and
proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
After blocking with TBST (25 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl and 0.1% Tween-20)
containing 5% (w/v) non-fat dry milk for 2 h, the membrane was reacted overnight
with the indicated primary antibodies. After extensive washing, the membranes
were reacted with horseradish-peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies for 1 h.
Reactive bands were developed in ECL (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and detected
with Amersham Imager 680. Uncropped blots are provided.
Antibodies. Primary antibodies were purchased from the following sources:
anti-alpha-tubulin (T6199, clone DM1A), anti-2A peptide (MABS2005, clone
3H4) at 0.5 μg ml−1 for western blot from Sigma-Aldrich. Secondary antibodies
were purchased from the following sources: horseradish-peroxidase-conjugated
goat anti-mouse (115-035-146) for western blot at 1:5,000 dilutions from Jackson
ImmunoResearch.
AAV vector production. HEK293T/17 cells were maintained in 150-mm dishes
in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS (Gibco), 100 U ml−1 penicillin and
100 mg ml−1 streptomycin. For each transfection, 2 fmol of each RC8 packaging
plasmid (15.2 µg), helper plasmid (24 µg) and AAV2-ITR plasmid carrying the
construct of interest (the amount of DNA was calculated by the size of construct)
were transfected into cells using PEI solution. The pellet and supernatant were
collected 72 h after transfection, and the AAV8 viral particles were purified using
iodixanol gradient ultracentrifugation. The purified viral particles were then
titred using qPCR using specific primers against the transgene, and the purity of
AAV8 vector was further verified by SDS–PAGE. The AAV8-nSpCas9 (D10A) and
AAV8-tBE-V5-mA3 targeting PCSK9-E4 were provided by PackGene Biotech and
the titres were 1 × 1013 vg per ml.
Animal studies. Mice were given free access to food and water, and were
maintained under a 12 h–12 h light–dark cycle with controlled temperature (20–
25 °C) and humidity (50 ± 10%). All mouse studies were approved by the Animal
Care and Ethical Committee at Wuhan University. The step-by-step protocol
for tBE-mediated base editing in vivo is available at the Protocol Exchange45.
AAV vector was delivered to at least three female C57BL/6 mice (aged 8 weeks)
intravenously through lateral tail vein injection. Each AAV was adjusted to 150–
200 µl per mouse with sterile PBS before injection. The total doses of AAV were
1.6 × 1011, 8 × 1011 or 4 × 1012 vg per mouse. Two or four weeks after injection, the
blood was collected and the serum was separated by centrifugation. Serum levels
of PCSK9 and total cholesterol were measured using the Mouse PCSK9 ELISA Kit
(MPC-900, R&D Systems) and total cholesterol kit (1040280, Shanghai ShenSuo
UNF Medical Diagnostic Articles), respectively. The tissues were cryogenically
ground into powder. The genomic DNA and total RNA were isolated using the
E.Z.N.A. Tissue DNA Kit (D3396-01, Omega Bio-tek) and the HiPure Total RNA
Plus Mini Kit (R4121-02, Magen), respectively.
DNA library preparation and sequencing. Target genomic sequences were
PCR-amplified using high-fidelity DNA polymerase PrimeSTAR HS (Clonetech)
with primer sets flanking the examined sgRNA target sites. A list of the sgRNA
target sites and PCR primers is provided in Supplementary Table 2. Indexed DNA
libraries were prepared using the TruSeq ChIP Sample Preparation Kit (Illumina)
with minor modifications. In brief, the PCR products amplified from genomic
DNA regions were fragmented by Covaris S220, and then PCR-amplified using
the TruSeq ChIP Sample Preparation Kit (Illumina). After quantification using
the Qubit High-Sensitivity DNA kit (Invitrogen), PCR products with different
tags were pooled together for deep sequencing using the Illumina HiSeq X10
(2 × 150) or NextSeq 500 (2 × 150) system at the CAS-MPG Partner Institute for
Computational Biology Omics Core, Shanghai, China. Raw read qualities were
evaluated using FastQC (v.0.11.5, http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/
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projects/fastqc/). For paired-end sequencing, only R1 reads were used. Adaptor
sequences and read sequences on both ends with a Phred quality score lower than
30 were trimmed. Clean reads were then mapped using the BWA-MEM algorithm
(v.0.7.17-r1188) to target sequences. After being piled up with Samtools (v.1.9),
base substitutions were further calculated according to previously published
literature3,14.
Base substitution calculation. Base substitutions were selected at each position of
the examined sgRNA target sites that were mapped with at least 1,000 independent
reads, and obvious base substitutions were observed only at the targeted base
editing sites. Base substitution frequencies were calculated by dividing base
substitution reads by total reads using CFBI pipeline (https://github.com/YangLab/
CFBI; v.1.0.0).
Whole-genome sequencing and data analysis. The step-by-step protocol for
determining genome-wide off-target mutations is available at the Protocol
Exchange45. Genomic DNA was extracted from human 293FT cells and mouse
livers/kidneys tissues using the FastPure cell DNA isolation kit (DC102-01,
Vazyme). Indexed DNA libraries were prepared using the NEBNext Ultra II
FS DNA Library Prep kit for Illumina. A total of 5.4 Tb WGS data of human
293FT cells and 2.9 Tb WGS data of mouse livers/kidneys tissues were obtained
using the Illumina HiSeq X Ten (2 × 150) system at the CAS-MPG Partner
Institute for Computational Biology Omics Core, Shanghai, China. The average
coverage sequencing data generated for each 293FT sample and mouse tissue
was 40× and 30×, respectively. After quality control using FastQC (v.0.11.5;
http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/; default parameters),
WGS DNA-sequencing reads were trimmed using Trimmomatic (v.0.38;
parameters: ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3-PE-2.fa: 2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3
SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36)46 to remove low-quality read sequences.
The BWA-MEM algorithm (v.0.7.17-r1188; default parameters) was used to map
clean reads of human 293FT cells to the human reference genome (GRCh38/
hg38) and clean reads of mouse livers/kidneys tissues to mouse reference genome
(CRCm38/mm10), respectively. Samtools (v.1.9; parameters: -bh -F 4 -q 30) was
performed to select reads with a mapping quality score ≥30 and to sort BAM
files. After marking duplicate reads identified by Picard (v.2.21.2; parameters:
REMOVE_DUPLICATES = false) in the BAM file, GATK (v.4.1.3; default
parameters)47 was used to correct systematic bias using a two-stage process
(BaseRecalibrator and ApplyBQSR; default parameters). To identify genome-wide
de novo variants with high confidence, we conducted single-nucleotide variation
calculation using three algorithms with the germline calling methods, GATK
(v.4.1.3), LoFreq (v.2.1.3.1, default parameters)48 and Strelka2 (v.2.9.10; default
parameters)49, separately. For GATK, genome-wide de novo variant calling
was determined from the BAM file using three GATK (v.4.1.3) commands:
HaplotypeCaller (default parameters), VariantRecalibrator (parameters: -an
QD -an MQ -an MQRankSum -an ReadPosRankSum -an FS -an SOR -an DP–
max-gaussians 4) and ApplyVQSR (parameters: -mode SNP -ts-filter-level 95).
Notably, single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) that overlapped for the three algorithms
were considered to be the reliable variants. To further obtain de novo SNVs, we
filtered out the background variants in human 293FT cells or mouse livers/kidneys
tissues, including: (1) for human 293FT cells, SNVs between the non-transfected
293FT cells of this study and that existed in the NCBI dbSNP (v.151; http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/) database; and, for mouse livers/kidneys tissues, SNVs
that existed in the EMBL-EBI EVA (European Variation Archive release_1; https://
www.ebi.ac.uk/eva/) database; (2) the overlapped SNVs with allele frequencies of
less than 10% were removed from the following analysis; (3) variants overlapped
with the UCSC repeat regions were removed; and (4) for human 293FT cells,
further analyses focused solely on canonical (chromosomes 1–22, X, Y and M)
chromosomes; for mouse livers/kidneys tissues, further analyses focused solely on
canonical (chromosomes 1–19, X, Y and M) chromosomes. These WGS datasets
were individually analysed using BEIDOU (https://github.com/YangLab/BEIDOU;
v.1.0.0) to call high-confidence base substitutions (SNVs) that could be identified
by all three different callers—GATK, LoFreq and Strelka2.
Whole-transcriptome sequencing and RNA editing analysis. The step-by-step
protocol for determining transcriptome-wide off-target mutations is available at
the Protocol Exchange45. Total RNAs were extracted from human 293FT cells and
mouse livers tissues using the TransZol Up Plus RNA Kit (ER501-01, TransGen).
Indexed RNA libraries were prepared using the TruSeq Stranded Total RNA with
Ribo-Zero Globin. RNA-sequencing libraries were sequenced using the Illumina
HiSeq X Ten (2 × 150) system at the CAS-MPG Partner Institute for Computational
Biology Omics Core, Shanghai, China. RNA editing was analysed and visualized
using the RADAR pipeline (https://github.com/YangLab/RADAR; v.1.0.0)33.
Statistics and reproducibility. All statistical analyses were performed using R
(v.3.6.2; http://www.R-project.org/). P values were calculated using two-tailed
Student’s t-tests in this study. Experiments were performed three times
independently unless indicated otherwise. The exact replication numbers are stated
in figure legends. The experimental findings in all of the figures were reproduced
successfully. No statistical method was used to predetermine sample size. No data
Nature Cell Biology | www.nature.com/naturecellbiology
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were excluded from the analyses. The experiments were not randomized. The
investigators were not blinded to allocation during experiments and outcome
assessment.
Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability

Deep-sequencing data, whole-transcriptome sequencing data and whole-genome
sequencing data can be accessed in Gene Expression Omnibus under the accession
codes GSE164837 and GSE164477, at the NCBI BioProject under the accession
code PRJNA692761 and in the National Omics Data Encyclopedia under the
accession codes OEP001688, OEP001689 and OEP001690. All other data
supporting the finding of this study are available from the corresponding authors
on reasonable request. Source data are provided with this paper.

Code availability

The custom Perl and Shell scripts for calculating frequencies of base substitution
and indels (CFBI) are available at GitHub (https://github.com/YangLab/CFBI).
The computational pipeline of Base/Prime editor induced DNA off-target
site identification unified toolkit (BEIDOU) to identify high-confidence base
substitution in this paper is available at GitHub (https://github.com/YangLab/
BEIDOU).
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Development and application of CESSCO to detect the sgRNA-independent mutations induced by BE3 at OTss sites. a, Schematic
diagrams illustrate the co-expressing S. aureus and S. pyogenes Cas9 orthologs (CESSCO) method, which expresses two Cas9 orthologs, to detect
sgRNA-independent mutations induced by BEs at OTss sites. b, C-to-T mutation frequencies induced by dSpCas9, BE3, hA3A-BE3 and hA3A-BE3-Y130F
at the indicated OTss sites triggered by Sa-sgRNA/dSaCas9 or Sa-sgRNA/nSaCas9 pairs. The data of C-to-T mutation frequencies induced by
hA3A-BE3-Y130F at the indicated OTss sites triggered by Sa-sgRNA/nSaCas9 pairs are same as the ones shown in Fig. 2b. Data are presented as mean ±
s.d. from three independent experiments. NT, non-transfected control. Numerical source data for b are provided.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Characterization of dCDI domains. a, Schematic diagrams illustrate base editors constructed by fusing the indicated CDA domains
to nSpCas9 and uracil DNA glycosylase inhibitor (UGI). The regulatory CDA domains are in grey shadow and the active CDA domains are in colors.
NLS, nuclear localization sequence; XTEN and SGGS, linker peptides. b, C-to-T editing frequencies induced by the indicated BEs at six genomic loci. c,
Schematic diagrams illustrate the fusion of different dCDI domains to the N-terminus of BE3 and hA3A-BE3. d, C-to-T editing frequencies induced by the
indicated BEs at four genomic loci. Data in b and d are presented as mean ± s.d. from three independent experiments. Numerical source data for b and d
are provided.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Versions of tBE and their performance in cells. a, Schematic diagrams illustrate the construction and development of various
versions of tBEs by using different strategies to cleave mA3dCDI off. b, The interaction of molecular components in different versions of tBEs. Due to
free diffusion, the dCDI domain could be cleaved off from APOBEC through a two-component interaction of the TEV site and a free TEV protease (V2), a
N22p-fused TEV protease (V3) or a TEV protease reconstituted by an sgRNA-boxB (V4) in cytosol/nucleosol, and then the resulted MCP-UGI-APOBEC
fusion protein triggers mutations at sgRNA-independent OTss sites. In the version 5 (V5) of tBE, the dCDI is unlikely to be cleaved off from APOBEC
in cytosol/nucleosol as the chance for the free diffusion induced three-component interaction of TEV site, TEVn and N22p-TEVc is very low. c-e,
Comparison of the editing or mutation frequencies induced by different versions of tBEs at on-target sites (c), sgRNA-independent OTss sites (d) and
sgRNA-dependent OT sites (e). Numerical source data for c-e are provided.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Comparing editing efficiencies of tBE-V5-mA3 with other BEs in 293FT cells. a, Editing frequencies induced by indicated BEs
at 22 genomic loci, including 6 on-target sites with natively high DNA methylation levels and 10 on-target sites containing GpC dinucleotides. Data are
presented as mean ± s.d. from three independent experiments. b, Statistical analysis of normalized editing frequencies within the narrow window shown
in a, Fig. 2a,d. n = 123 edited cytosines at 27 on-target sites from three independent experiments. c, Statistical analysis of normalized editing frequencies
within the wide window excluding the narrow window shown in a, Figs. 2a,d. n = 96 edited cytosines at 22 on-target sites from three independent
experiments. b-c, Setting the editing frequencies induced by the BE3 as 100%. P value, two-tailed Student’s t test. The median and interquartile range
(IQR) are shown. Numerical source data for a-c are provided.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Comparing editing efficiencies of tBE-V5-mA3 with other BEs in U2OS cells. a, Editing frequencies induced by indicated BEs at
23 genomic loci. Data are presented as mean ± s.d. from three independent experiments. b, Statistical analysis of normalized editing frequencies at all
23 on-target sites shown in a. n = 189 edited cytosines at 23 on-target sites from three independent experiments. c, Statistical analysis of normalized
editing frequencies at 10 on-target sites containing GpC dinucleotides shown in a. n = 30 edited cytosines at 10 on-target sites from three independent
experiments. b-c, Setting the editing frequencies induced by the BE3 as 100%. P value, two-tailed Student’s t test. The median and interquartile range
(IQR) are shown. Numerical source data for a-c are provided.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Determining genome-wide OT mutations induced by various BEs. a, Schematic diagrams illustrate the position of sgRNAs for
the knockout of human APOBEC3 cluster and primers for PCR detection. b, The knockout of APOBEC3 cluster was confirmed by genomic DNA PCR.
Agarose gel data are representative of three independent experiments. c, The numbers of genome-wide base substitutions on C or G in the single cell
clones treated with Cas9 or indicated BEs. Data are presented as mean ± s.d. from n = 9 (Cas9), n = 6 (BE3, hA3A-BE3-Y130F), n = 5 (BE4max-YE1), n = 3
(tBE-V5-mA3) or n = 4 (tBE-V5-rA1) single cell colonies. d, Rare overlap was found for the genome-wide base substitutions among different clones treated
with indicated BEs. Uncropped gels for b and numerical source data for c and are provided.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | Determining transcriptome-wide OT mutations induced by various BEs. a, Schematic diagrams illustrate the construction
of mA3CDA1-nSpCas9-BE (mA3CDA1-BE3), mA3dCDI-nSpCas9-BE and mA3CDA1-mA3dCDI-nSpCas9-BE. b, Histograms show the numbers
of all twelve types of RNA editing in different genome regions in the cells treated with mA3CDA1-nSpCas9-BE, mA3dCDI-nSpCas9-BE and
mA3CDA1-mA3dCDI-nSpCas9-BE. Data are presented as mean from two independent experiments. c, Manhattan plot of RNA OT editing (C-to-U)
frequency shown in b. d, Histograms show the numbers of all twelve types of RNA editing in different genomic regions in the cells treated with indicated
BEs. Data are presented as mean ± s.d. from three (five for NT) independent experiments. e, Manhattan plot of RNA OT editing (C-to-U) frequency shown
in d. Numerical source data for b and d are provided.
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | Enriching tBE system by the combination of different Cas9 orthologs and dCDIs. a, Editing efficiencies induced by tBE-V5-mA3
and Pcsk9-targeting sgRNAs pairs at eight premature stop codon sites in six different exons of Pcsk9 in N2A cells. b, Comparison of editing efficiencies of
indicated BEs before dual-AAV8 delivery in N2A cells. c, Schematic diagrams illustrate the dual-AAV system for intein-BEs delivery. d, Numbers of tBE
correctable pathogenic mutations when combining with Cas9 or Cas9-NG. The gray portions show the number of preferentially correctable pathogenic
mutations. A preferentially correctable pathogenic mutation is the only edited cytosine in the editing window of indicated tBE. e, The phylogenetic tree of
mA3dCDI domain. Data in a and b are presented as mean ± s.d. from three independent experiments. Numerical source data for a,b,d are provided.
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